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The MSClientTool is a command line tool which serves two purposes:

1) It is a troubleshooting tool, which can be used instead of Poster in order to issue MediaSense
API requests; and
2) It is a set of sample code which can demonstrate to third party developers how to use the
MediaSense APIs.

The program is written in Java and executed from a Windows or Mac command line prompt. Various
command line arguments are provided to interact with the API, both for searching and locating
recordings as well as for taking action based on the selected recording sessions. Such actions are
currently limited to downloading of selected recordings in either .wav or .mp4 format, but more actions
will be added in the future.
In addition, full source code is provided. This should help third party developers to quickly and easily
develop client code to take advantage of various aspects of the API.

Paradigm
MSClientTool has two phases: a selection phase and an action phase. During the selection phase, a set
of sessions are chosen from the API. During the action phase, a particular action is performed on all of
those sessions.
The selection phase results in a display of all matching sessions. Following that, if any actions are
specified the user is asked whether the tool should proceed with executing those actions.
Once all actions have been performed, the tool terminates. Sign-in and sign-out, by the way, are
automatic.

Installation
1. Be sure Java 1.7 is installed on your client machine
2. Either compile the tool from source, or download the MSClientTool.jar file precompiled. Place
the jar file in a known location (path) on disk
3. To test your installation, open a command window and type, java -jar
path/MSClientTool.jar You should see a standard command line help message.

Command Line
The command line is made up of the basic command you typed in order to test your installation,
followed by a series of arguments. Arguments are separated by spaces, and each argument starts with a
hyphen. Most arguments also have a value, indicated by an equals sign.
For example:
java –jar MSClientTool.jar –sessionid=2d4142c949113a1

or:
java –jar MSClientTool.jar –since=15:00 –gmt –max=20

The tool does a fair amount of validation on these input parameters, ensuring for example that
incompatible or contradictory arguments are not present. But it completely ignores arguments it does
not recognize at all. For instance, if you were to specify –utc instead of –gmt, the tool would act
exactly as if you hadn’t specified either (ie., it was default to client local time), and there would be no
error message displayed.
All arguments are case-insensitive, but some of their values (such as the user password) are not.

Required Arguments
MSClientTool needs to know where to find MediaSense and what user credentials to use
-host=<mediasense-hostname>[:port]
-user=<mediasense-api-username:password>

The port number suffix on the –host command should be set to 8443 for MediaSense 8.5(x).
Otherwise it should be omitted.
Example:
java –jar MSClientTool.jar -host=primary-node –user=johndoe:baldmountain

Session Selection Arguments
Session selection involves three factors:
•
•
•

Selection criteria
Time range
Row count

Selection Criteria
Sessions may be selected based on the following criteria:
-sessionid=
-deviceref=

-tagname=
-state=active|closed|error

No more than one of the these criteria may be specified. They all imply exact matching, except for
tagname. If tagname is specified, then all sessions will be selected which have an associated tag that
contains the specified value. The deviceref criterion selects all sessions in which any participant’s
extension exactly matches the specified value.
If none of these criteria are specified, then all sessions will be returned, subject to the time range and
row count arguments.
Time Range
The following time range arguments may be specified:
-since=mm/dd/yy or hh:mm (default is 00:00)
-for=1hour|1day|1week|1month|1year (default is til now)
-gmt (default is client local time)

If –since is specified, its value may be either a date (US-standard format) or a time (24-hour format).
If a date is specified, then the range will begin at midnight on that date. If a time is specified, then the
range will begin at that time today. If –since is not specified, then the time range begins at midnight
today.
If –for is specified, its value may be one of the following:
1hour
1day
1week
1month
1year

These are obviously self-explanatory. If –for is not specified, the time range is assumed to end now,
ie., at the current time and date.
If neither –for nor –since is specified, then the time range defaults to midnight til now, on the
current day.
If –gmt is specified, then all times are considered to be UTC times. Otherwise they are assumed to be
local (client) times. This includes the situations mentioned above in which a default time of midnight is
used. Note that MediaSense stores and returns all timestamps in UTC form, so the –gmt argument
gives you the option of matching times based on what you have seen in API responses, session data or
logs, or based on your own wall clock.
Row Count
By default, MSClientTool returns up to 100 matching sessions. This coincides with the default number of
sessions returned by the MediaSense API. You can modify the row count by specifying the following
arguments:

-last (select single most recent match)
-max=n (select n most recent matches (from 1 to 1000)

Rows are always returned in reverse chronological order of sessionStartTime. Therefore, selecting the
first n rows is equivalent to selecting the most recent n rows.
Specifying –last is exactly equivalent to specifying –max=1.

Session Display Arguments
Once a set of sessions has been selected, they can be displayed in several ways, depending on your
needs. This is specified with the –show argument:
-show=raw

This simply displays the raw JSON object for each session, one session per line of output. The
only preprocessing performed is to add the sessionid and a colon to the front of each line.
-show=readable

This is exactly the same as -show=raw except that all timestamps and durations are converted
into a human readable format.
-show=property,property,property…

This generates a “flattened” JSON structure containing only the specified properties. The
display shows each property name followed by all the values of that property no matter where
they appear in the raw JSON session object. Though the heirarchical relationships among these
occurances is lost, the output is much easier to read and it is much easier to isolate the specific
information you are looking for.
For example:
-show=sessionstartdate,codec,deviceref
14c142e3df40fc1: {"deviceRef":["1008","1006"],"sessionStartDate":["12/11/13
14:55:28.717"],"codec":["PCMA","PCMA"]}
14b142df2cb3a11: {"deviceRef":["1008","1006"],"sessionStartDate":["12/10/13
17:01:58.280"],"codec":["PCMA","PCMA"]}
14a142de84f12d1: {"deviceRef":["8041","1047"],"sessionStartDate":["12/10/13
13:58:43.979"],"codec":["G722","G722"]}
149142ddec9e0f1: {"deviceRef":["1008","1006"],"sessionStartDate":["12/10/13
11:12:21.187"],"codec":["PCMA","PCMA"]}

If no –show command is specified, the default is a flattened output containing a predefined set of
fields.

Action Arguments
Once a set of sessions has been selected, you can request various actions to be performed on all of them
using the following arguments:
-get=mp4|wav

Downloads each selected session in either mp4 or wav format to your client machine’s current
working directory.
-play

Plays each selected session in order using the MediaSense built-in media player.
The player is a downloaded Java application, consisting of a set of Java Jar files that have been
signed by Cisco to guarantee security. However, the Java Runtime Engine running on the user’s
client machine will still require the user to accept two security warnings each time he tries to
play another recording. These steps can be permanently avoided by downloading and installing
the MediaSense node’s certificate into the client machine, using these instructions:
http://docwiki.cisco.com/wiki/Administration:_Search_and_Play_application_users_encounter_
security_warning_before_each_playback#Search_and_Play_application_users_encounter_secur
ity_warning_before_each_playback
If –y is specified, it only applies to the first session to be played. Subsequent sessions always
ask for permission to proceed.
-y

Normally the tool asks (once) whether to proceed with actions, to give you a chance to review
the results before doing anything drastic. However, specifying –y on the command line causes
the tool to omit this precaution. This is especially useful if you are running the tool as part of a
script.

Setting Argument Defaults
MSClientTool offers many arguments in order to direct its behavior. Though this provides flexibility, it
can become quite tedious if you are executing these commands many times. To help with this, the tool
provides a way for you to save some common arguments on disk, so that they become default values
with each new execution.
Only the following subset of arguments can be saved and reused in this way:
-host
-user
-deviceref
-tagname
-state
-since

-for
-show

The following arguments are used to manipulate these default arguments. In all cases, once the tool
executes the –defaults action specified, it terminates immediately. It does not execute any other
commands.
-defaults=save

This command captures the saveable arguments from the current command line for later use.
-defaults=show

Displays the current set of saved arguments.
-defaults=reset

Removes all saved arguments, reverting to all of MSClientTool’s factory defaults.

Using MSClientTool in a Script
MSClientTool’s execution paradigm is to select a series of sessions, optionally perform actions on those
sessions, and then terminate. It is not an interactive tool, except for the one point where it asks you
whether to proceed with actions. And even this can be eliminated by specifying the –y argument.
Therefore, the tool is ably suited for execution from inside a shellscript or Windows command script.
In order to enhance this use case, MSClientTool is careful to direct informational and error messages to
stderr, and actual session data (as specified by the –show command) to stdout. This means you can
redirect the tool’s standard output to a file in order to capture only the session data, without any other
procedural messages. Or, you can pipe the output through the tee command in order to capture a copy
of that session data, without losing the ability to see the output on the screen.

Examples
Download a single session as a wav file
java -jar MSClientTool.jar –host=ms-host –user=apiuser:cisco
–sessionid=14c142e3df40fc1 –get=wav

Download all sessions started today client time (up to 500) as mp4 files
java -jar MSClientTool.jar –host=ms-host –user=apiuser:cisco
–max=500 –since=00:00 –get=mp4

Find all sessions which were tagged by CCX
java -jar MSClientTool.jar –host=ms-host –user=apiuser:cisco
–tagname=CCX

Find all sessions in CLOSED_ERROR state since the beginning of the year
java -jar MSClientTool.jar –host=ms-host –user=apiuser:cisco
–state=error –since=1/1/13

Download all sessions of which extn 1927 was a participant on April 1 2013 UTC time
java -jar MSClientTool.jar –host=ms-host –user=apiuser:cisco
–deviceref=1927 –since=4/1/2013 –gmt –get=mp4

Find the last ACTIVE session and display its rtspUrl, participants and codec
java -jar MSClientTool.jar –host=ms-host –user=apiuser:cisco
–state=active –last –show=rtspurl,deviceref,codec

Find the last session recorded by extn 9021234, display the entire session object
java -jar MSClientTool.jar –host=ms-host –user=apiuser:cisco
–deviceref=9021234 –last –show=raw

Save default hostname and credentials, then retrieve three sessions by sessionId
java
java
java
java

-jar
–jar
–jar
–jar

MSClientTool.jar
MSClientTool.jar
MSClientTool.jar
MSClientTool.jar

–host=ms-host –user=apiuser:cisco –defaults=save
–sessionid=14b142df2cb3a11
–sessionid=14a142de84f12d1
–sessionid=149142ddec9e0f1

